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Abstract — Aiming at the problem that the identification precision in intonation evaluation and analysis of English sentences is not 
high, this paper proposes a method of English sentences on the basis of ontology graph clustering evaluation. First, we study the 
ontology-graph evaluation model of English sentences, conduct objective evaluation to English sentences based on the fundamental 
framework of KL Seeker system, and take the rhythms and stresses of sentences as major indexes (each index is expressed by 
different phonetic features during evaluation). Second, we evaluate and analyze intonations of English sentences using clustering 
ontology-graph classification model. Experimental results show that the proposed method, as compared with contrast algorithm, is 
closer to the teachers’ evaluation results, which proves its advantage in evaluation precision. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the progress of speech recognition technology, 
computer-assisted pronunciation technology has been a study 
heat while the core technology of Computer-Assisted 
Language Learning (CALL) is the evaluation of English 
sentences which will alter the existing language learning 
environment& teaching mode and greatly improve the 
efficiency of language learning. Besides, it will help learners 
to find their differences with standard pronunciations and 
correct pronunciation mistakes by prompt, accurate and 
objective evaluations and feedbacks. 

Prosodic feature is also called supra-segment feature and 
mainly includes features like pitch, loudness and duration. 
Those features are further represented in stress, rhythm, tone 
and intonation. Stress refers to the condition that when you 
are pronouncing a word or syllable, more power is required 
(i.e. more air is released from the lung) compared with 
pronouncing other words or syllables. For the listeners, the 
stressed words or syllables sound much louder. The stressed 
syllable in a word is relatively stable although the word’s 
meaning can become different as the stressed syllable 
changes. Stress changes in sentences are more complicated. 
Stressed syllables in English sentences include the following 
three features: (1) louder; (2) longer; (3) clearer. English is a 
typical stress-timed language, which means each sentence is 
based on and subject to stressed syllables. The time of a 
sentence is determined by the number of stressed syllables in 
it, which is different from Chinese-- Chinese is a syllable-
timed language, the time of sentence is determined by the 
total number of syllables. It has been proved that the keys of 
successful pronunciation teaching lie in stress, rhythm and 
intonation from the development of modern English 
phonetics as well as domestic and foreign language teaching 
practices. For example, the same English sentence can 
express very different meanings when being read with 
different stresses and intonations. Therefore, in pronunciation 
teaching, the students should be trained not only in 
pronouncing correct vowels or consonants but also in paying 
attention to the function of stresses and intonations, which 

will be in favor of their communicative ability under real 
language environment. 

Objective evaluation of English phonetics sentences 
mainly measures the speaker’s mastering of the rhythm and 
key information (i.e. rhythm and stress) of sentences. Aiming 
at improving the learners’ grasps of stress and rhythm laws, 
so as to improve their communicative capacities using oral 
English, the Thesis designs an objective English-sentence 
evaluation system based on the study on English 
pronunciation and intonation, combined with computer 
programming technology. The results can be applied in 
interactive language learning and automatic English tests, 
thus it is of relatively wide applications. 

II. ONTOLOGY-GRAPH EVALUATION MODEL OF 

ENGLISH SENTENCES 

The objective purpose of English sentences evaluations is 
to comprehensively assess pitch, intonation and duration. For 
phoneme and word, their pitches are taken as main indexes 
in evaluation; while for sentences, the key points lie in 
whether the speaker has accurately grasped the key 
information, whether the duration is proper, and whether 
other less-important information is relatively unstressed. 
Therefore, in objective evaluation of English phonetics 
sentences, we should take rhythm and stress as main indexes. 
Each index should be expressed using different phonetic 
features during the evaluation. 

This section will describe how ontology graph (DOG) is 
generated and will evaluate DOG-based English sentences. 
KLSeeker is a complete system framework which defines 
and has realized four elements. The study is as follows: (1) 
DOG modeling (DOG structure); (2) DOG learning (learning 
algorithm); (3) ontology generation (generation process); (4) 
ontology inquiry (operated by information search system). 
KLSeeker system can be used to develop various intelligent 
application components based on four-definition ontology. 
Therefore, the entire KLSeeker system framework is divided 
into four modules to dispose various ontology processes as 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 1. Basic framework of KL Seeker system. 

Ontology graph is a new method for creating domain 
knowledge ontology in KLSeeker system model. It consists 
of conceptual units of different levels and relations of 
different types. The essence of it is a vocabulary system 
which expresses concept set through interconnections. The 
network model is formed by various concept units. 

Fig. 3 further provides the concept view and algorithm 
building& learning of DOG model based on node and 

relation structure. According to the complexity of its 
knowledge, DOG can be classified into four types of concept 
unit (CU). In this part, the four-client DOG for any subject is 
defined and their semantic expressions are provided. All 
clients are connected by relevant concepts, including the 
entire concept structure of DOG and area (domain) 
knowledge expression of the model. 

 

Figure 2. Concept view 
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III. ONTOLOGY CLASSIFICATION MODEL OF 

ENGLISH SENTENCES IN CLUSTERING DOMAIN 

A. Classification of Stress Unit 

Stress distribution is one aspect of English sentence 
evaluation and plays a very important role in sentence 
organization and semantic expression. To observe the 
prosodic features of English sentences, we need to classify 
the stresses in English sentences first. Classification of 
sentence stress is mainly based on the three features of 
stressed syllables in English sentences. (1) Preprocessing of 
speech signals should also include the step of deleting the 
silent section at the beginning or end of the sentences, so as 
to exclude elements that may affect the objective scoring of 
sentences. (2) The loudness of the stressed syllables will be 
reflected by the strength of energy in time domain, meaning 
that the stressed syllables show larger speech energy 
strength. According to the definition of short-time energy of 
speech signal  s n : 

     2
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Extract energy value from English sentences. 
(3) Every one’s speed can be different, leaving the 

reading of the same sentence be finished in various time; 
however, it is generally believed that the stressed units make 
up certain relatively fixed proportion of the entire sentence. 

(4) The speech energy strength of stressed syllables is 
large, and this can be used as the first step to extract stressed 
syllables. In the design, double-threshold comparing method 
is adopted to inspect the end points of stresses. Through large 
amount of experimental verifications, the following two 
threshold values are set: 
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(5) Another feature of stressed syllables is that their 
duration is longer. The stressed units from Step 1 may have 
larger energy (i.e. they sound louder) but may last shorter 
time, making them very likely be short vowels, or a result of 
being disrupted by signal peaks. Under such circumstances, 
they are not stressed syllables and should be further screened 
using the stressed syllables’ characteristic in duration. In the 
design, the minimum unit of stressed syllable unit is set to be 
around one stressed vowel duration, i.e. ms. Besides, before-
and-after comparisons (std—after setting; test—before 
setting) of minimum stressed unit are also set: 

Classification of stressed units in sentences can be 
finished by the above procedures. 

B. Concept Clustering 

Concept clustering is the process of allocating 
semantically-resembled terms to a tight semantic group. The 
ontology graph created by above procedures is used as basic 

input of concept clustering. The idea is to combine terms of 
high weight relationship into a sub-graph and to delete the 
meaning of low-weight terms to build a new sub-graph. As 
clusters are built automatically, it is not necessary to clearly 
define the number of required clusters. First, select the two 
end points, at and bt , of the maximum weight xe  and 
combine them into the initial clustering; then select the end 
points, ct and dt , of the maximum remaining weight ye . Put 
the end point into the clustering in case the next selected end 
point is connected with any end point within existing 
clustering; or a new clustering needs to be built. The process 
is as shown in algorithm 1. 

------------------------------------------------------- 
Algorithm 1: concept clustering of terms 
For every DOG do 

Select the maximum weight margin:   ,, ,
a bx a b t te t t R ; 

Create the initial concept clustering which include at

and bt ; 
For every e in V do 

                Select the maximum weight margin:

  ,, ,
c dx c d t te t t R ; 

              If ,c dt t  is in existing category, then 
                 Put ,c dt t  into the existing category; 
        Else 
                    Create a new category that include ,c dt t ;  
        Endif 

Endfor 
  Endfor 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Therefore, concept clustering can create dichotomy 

relationship. The first level of concept hierarchy is used to 
create the relational mapping of term categories, then all 
related terms are further clustered to form the second level 
hierarchy structure. Each cluster should create a related 
category as the parent generation, all the related terms are 
descendent generations, thus forming a three-level 
classification hierarchy concept in DOG. 

C. Establishment of Domain Ontology Graph 

Define a set of ontology graph concept models in 
KLSeeker. The concepts are constructed by a set of terms 
and their interrelationship. First, DOG is defined as follows: 

Definition 1: in KLSeeker, DOG is ontology graph 
related to certain domains and can be defined as: 

 , , , , ,dOG T F H R C A  
Where, d defines the related domain of the ontology 

graph; T is the set of term it  in dOG ; H is T ’s taxonomic 

relation set; R is the relation set between it and jt , ,i jt t T ; C  

is the set of cluster 1, , nt t , 1, , nt t T ; and A is R ’s relation 
characteristic. 

During ontology learning, DOG can be obtained by 
classifying English corpus. Manual processes include: define 
initial term list (which can be obtained from existing 
dictionary), define and map category function (which can 
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also be obtained from dictionary), and mark the concept 
clusters. Automatic processes include: extractions of domain 
terms, term relationship and concept clusters. DOG’s 
generation processes are provided in Algorithm 2. 

------------------------------------------------------- 
Algorithm 2: DOG’s generation process 
Input: , , , , ,T F H R C A ;  
Output: DOG concept model  
Obtain term list  1, , kT t t  ;  

For it T  do 
Generate node in in DOG; 
Mark the nodes based on terms’ names; 
Conduct node weight assignment based on the term 

classification measure 2
,t d ; 

Endfor 
 
Obtain the dependency measure of term list T  and 

assume that is the minimum measure value in DOG  
For each term dependency mapping do 

If ,a bt t ’s measure value>=  then 
           Generate ,a bt t ’s margin ie in DOG; 

             Set ie ’s weight as 2
,a bt t ; 

Endif 
Endfor 
   Remove all the unconnected weights in DOG 
------------------------------------------------------- 

IV. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS 

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Student Evaluation method Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Sentence 3

Student 1 

Algorithm in the Thesis C C C 

Algorithm in Literature 
[13] C B C 

Teacher’s evaluation C C B 

Student 2 

Algorithm in the Thesis B C C 

Algorithm in Literature 
[13] D C D 

Teacher’s evaluation B C B 

Student 3 

Algorithm in the Thesis C D C 

Algorithm in Literature 
[13] B D B 

Teacher’s evaluation C C C 

Student 4 

Algorithm in the Thesis C C D 

Algorithm in Literature 
[13] B B C 

Teacher’s evaluation C C D 

Student 5 

Algorithm in the Thesis C D A 

Algorithm in Literature 
[13] C D B 

Teacher’s evaluation C C A 

 
The system is designed to improve the English level of 

trainers with certain English foundations and allow them to 
better grasp rhythms in sentences. It can reduce influences 

from extra, missing and even mistake syllables; however, 
such extra, missing and even mistake syllables by trainers 
will lead to duration different, which can still cause the 
system to deduct his or her scores. 

In the experiment, the records of 10 sentences by an 
authoritative English teacher are taken as standard sentences 
and corresponding records by 10 English students are taken 
as tested sentences. The evaluation results include four 
levels, A, B, C and D, which correspond to a reminder of 
“wonderful, good, attention, try again” respectively. First, the 
algorithm proposed in the Thesis and the one in Literature 
[13] are compared and analyzed. The scores are quantified 
using several grades and differences between the standard 
and tested sentences are calculated; the divisor is Level A 
quantized value; besides, the teacher's evaluations are taken 
as measurement standards. The results are as shown in Table 
1: 

It can be known from Table 1 that, among the experiment 
results from reading Sentence 1-3 by different students, the 
evaluation results using the method proposed in the Thesis is 
closer to the teacher’s evaluation results compared with the 
ones by Literature [13], thus the method proposed here has 
more advantage in evaluation precision. 

Besides, system-evaluation simulation graphs for 
Sentence 1-2 are as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

(a) Evaluation result of Sentence 1 

 

(b) Evaluation result of Sentence 2 

Figure 3. System evaluation simulation graphs of sentence 1-2 

It can be observed that in the experiment, the system 
scores of some sentences are lower than that of the teacher. 
From an aspect of evaluation factors, as there is no standard 
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value for judging speech strength in human hearing, while 
standard stress threshold values are set in computer data 
processing (i.e. the system has stricter standards in 
classifying stresses), there can be some difference in judging 
stresses between human hearing and the system, which will 
further lead to differences in scores. However, there is 
unpredictable and subjective factors in judging stresses by 
human hearing, or the stress threshold values shall be 
adjusted to reduce influences from the differences. From an 
aspect of evaluation results, the scoring grade of the system 
is a scope of scoring data, which means when the scoring is 
next to the critical values, the system result may be on the 
other grade despite its score is close to expert score. 
Therefore, subsequent system improvement can increase the 
scoring grades to make them more precise and reduce 
differences caused by data errors. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The Thesis proposes an intonation evaluation and 
analysis method of English sentences based on ontology 
graph clustering evaluation, which conducts objective 
evaluation to English phonetics sentences on the basis of the 
basic framework of KLSeeker system and evaluate & 
analyze the intonation of English sentences using clustering 
domain ontology graph classification model. The experiment 
results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
However, due to a restriction of experiment condition, the 
proposed method is only verified through simple experiment 
process. The next step will be taken to test the effectiveness 
of the algorithm in larger experiment scene. 
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